
  

 

Abstract—In this paper, a robust Pair Copula-Point 

Estimation Method is proposed to probabilistically analyse the 

impact of wind power complex dependencies and uncertainties 

in both wind power and loads towards a power system’s small 

signal stability. The proposed approach is adopted to 

probabilistically analyse the small signal stability of the IEEE 

39-bus test system at three different wind power penetration 

levels concurrently considering light and heavy loading 

conditions. Increasing wind power penetration, uncertainties in 

both wind power and loads and the complex dependencies 

between wind power sources are probabilistically established to 

negatively impact the system’s small signal stability. The worst 

case is observed when the level of wind power penetration is 

highest alongside consideration of the uncertainties arising from 

both wind power and the loads, the complex dependence existing 

between the wind power sources and at heavy loading. Thus, 

increasing penetration of uncertain and strongly dependent 

wind power sources and the uncertainty existing in power 

system loads should be intensively studied as they present risks 

towards a power system’s small signal stability.  

 
Index Terms—Dependence, probabilistic small signal 

stability analysis (PSSSA), pair copula, uncertainty.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, global warming has become an issue of 

major concern mainly due to excessive pollution. Hence, 

countries around the globe are adopting more renewable 

energy sources especially wind power to address this problem. 

Wind power being nature dependent is characterised by 

uncertainty which introduces new challenges to power system 

operators with relation to system security and reliability. 

Power system loads are considered as an additional source of 

uncertainty mainly due to their varying nature. For the optimal 

operation of a power system integrated with such sources of 

uncertainty, an incorporation of uncertainty forecast in the 

system management is paramount [1].  

Wind power sources located within the same geographical 

area are considered spatially dependent since they are 

influenced by the same physical phenomenon [2]. In order to 

make the analysis of power systems integrated with such 
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sources more realistic and accurate, both uncertainties in wind 

power and loads and the complex dependencies in wind 

power have to be accounted for.  

The common deterministic approach has been widely 

applied in small signal stability analysis (SSSA) though it has 

been less credited due to conservativeness [3], [4]. In addition, 

the conventional deterministic approach fails to 

independently take into account the uncertainties existing in 

both wind power and the loads. As a consequence, numerous 

probabilistic approaches have been suggested to account for 

the uncertainties arising from the loads and wind power in 

SSSA. They include numerical methods such as the Monte 

Carlo Simulation (MCS) method [4], [5]; approximate 

methods such as the Point Estimation Method (PEM) [3], [6] 

and probabilistic collocation method (PCM) [7]; and 

analytical methods such as the cumulant based method [8]. 

The aforementioned methodologies have a major limitation in 

analysing power systems integrated with dependent wind 

power sources since they lack the ability to independently 

represent the complex dependencies existing between 

multiple wind power sources. 

To account for the dependence between spatially 

dependent wind power sources, an assortment of dependence 

modeling methodologies have been proposed. They include 

copulae such as the Gaussian, Archimedian, and Pair in [1], 

[9] and [10] respectively; the normal transformation method 

[11] and the orthogonal transformation method [2], [3].  

Wind power exhibits non normal distributions hence 

methods such as the Gaussian copula are not appropriate in 

modeling wind power sources since they are well adapted in 

representing normally distributed random variables. For 

Archimedian copulae, since copulae such as the Clayton and 

Gumbel only permit non-negative dependence, they are also 

limited in autonomously modeling wind power sources as 

negative dependence may result when modeling multiple 

wind power sources. For transformation based methods, they 

are considered less versatile since they over rely on the linear 

correlation matrix of the random variables. Due to these 

limitations, these methodologies are considered inflexible and 

do not allow for different dependency structures between 

pairs of random variables.  

Major features such as high flexibility and applicability in 

formulating multivariate joint distributions which provide a 

means of relating multiple wind power sources make the pair 

copula most attractive in modeling dependent wind power 

sources hence its proposition in this paper. Such features are 

not exhibited by the other methodologies. 

To analyse the impact of wind power complex 
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dependencies and uncertainty in both wind power and loads 

towards a system’s small signal stability (SSS), a potent Pair 

Copula-PEM probabilistic approach has been proposed. The 

proposed approach accounts for the dependence in multiple 

wind power sources and the uncertainty in both wind power 

and the loads. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: A 

detailed description of the pair copula concept is presented in 

Section II. The proposed Pair Copula-PEM probabilistic 

approach is described in Section III with a validation of the 

pair copula presented in Section IV. Case studies based on the 

IEEE 39-bus test system are presented in Section V with 

conclusions on the findings provided in Section VI.  

 

II. PAIR COPULA CONSTRUCTION 

A. Introduction to the Pair Copula Concept 

A Copula can be used to join different marginals together 

and construct new multivariate joint distributions which are 

instrumental in modelling dependent random variables. 

Considering a continuous random vector 
1( , , )nX X X , any 

continuous random variable Xi can be transformed to a 

uniform random variable Ui and vice versa using an inverse 

cumulative distribution function (CDF) transformation. This 

is demonstrated in expression (1) as follows 

 
1( ) ( )i i i i i iX F U U F X                  (1) 

 

A Copula C and a joint distribution of n random variables 

can then be linked together using the Sklar’s theorem as 

follows 

 

1 1 1( ,... ) ( ( ),..., ( ), 1,2,...,n n nF x x C F x F x i n     (2) 

 

From equation (1) and (2), a copula 1( , , )nC u u  is 

constructed which describes the marginal distributions and 

their association. The copula is expressed as follows 

 
1 1

1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))n n nC u u F F u F u             (3) 

 

As highlighted in the introduction, the various types of 

parametric copulae lack flexibility and are limited in 

independently representing the complex dependencies 

existing between multiple wind power sources. The Pair 

Copula is considered more robust in representing these 

complex dependencies as it uses an optimal mix of the various 

types of parametric copulae. 

B. The Vine Graphical Models in Pair Copula 

In construction of the pair copula, graphical models 

referred to as vines are used in representing the 

decomposition of a joint density into a product of pair copula 

densities and marginal densities. The main graphical model 

used in representing the pair copula is referred to as the 

regular vine with vines such as the canonical vine (C-vine) 

and the drawable vine (D-vine) originating from the regular 

vine [12]. In terms of simplicity, the C-vine is considered 

mathematically simpler when compared to the D-vine [13] 

hence its application in this paper. Based on the C-vine 

graphical model, a joint density of n random variables 

1( ,..., )nf x x  can be decomposed into pair copula densities 

, |1, , 1( )j j i jC    and marginals ( )kf x as  

 
1

1 1 1 1 1, 1,..., 1

1 1 1

( ,..., ) ( ) ( ( ,..., ), ( ,..., ))
n jn n

n k j j j i jj j i j

k j i

f x x f x C F x x x F x x x


   

  

  (4) 

 

Fig. 1 depicts the decomposition based on the C-vine 

graphical model. From the figure, it is evident that the 

decomposition consists of several nested trees with nodes 

connected using edges. Each edge corresponds to a pair 

copula density. For a pair copula with n input random 

variables, the decomposition structure is made up of n-1 trees 

with each tree jT  having an exclusive node that is connected 

to n-j edges. If several random variables have one random 

variable as the main variable such that all the other random 

variables are dependent on it, the C-vine graphical model can 

be used to effectively represent such kind of dependence with 

the main variable being placed as the exclusive node in the 

first tree. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The C-vine decomposition structure. 

 

From the decomposition in expression (4), marginal 

conditional distributions arise which are expressed as 
 

, ( , , )
( , , ) ( )

a bC a b
h a b F a b

b

 
  


         (5) 

 

where vectors a and b are uniform margins, Ca,b is a bivariate 

copula CDF and  denotes the set of copula parameters for 

the copula of the joint distribution function of a and b. 

Detailed analytical expressions of the function ( )h  for 

different bivariate copulae are provided in [12]. 

C. Simulation Procedure Using the Pair Copula Based on 

the C-Vine Graphical Model 

For both the C- and D-vine graphical models, random 

variables are sampled in the uniform domain [0, 1]. Firstly, a 
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non-parameter estimation approach is adopted to generate the 

marginal distributions Fi of each wind power input in the 

vector X=(X1,…, Xn) which are used to transform the wind 

power data set to the uniform domain 1( , , )nU U U . For 

every tree, the optimal pair copula structure is constructed 

after fitting parameters for the candidate copulae and 

selecting the optimal copula for each edge based on the least 

euclidean distance. 

Having sampled a set of independent and uniform [0, 1] 

wind power data set , ,i ns s s , new sample of uniform and 

dependent wind power data set , ,i nv v v  is generated 

based on expression (6) which is later transformed back to the 

actual domain using the inverse CDF transformation (1). 

 

1 1

1 1 2 2|1 2 1 |1,2, , 1 1 1; ( | ), , ( | , , )n n n n nv s v F s v x F s v v 

    (6) 

 

The expression 1 2 1( | , , , )j jF s v v v   
for each j is evaluated 

using equation (5) with a general sequence expressed as 

 

1, |1, , 2 1 2 1 1, , 2
1 2 1

1 1 2

( ( | , , ), ( | ))
( | , , , )

( | , , )

j j j j j j j
j j

j j

C F s v v F v v v
F s v v v

F v v v

    


 




 (7) 

 

A complete summary of the whole sampling procedure is 

provided in algorithm 1 in the appendix. 

D. Parameter Fitting for the Appropriate Copula 

A wide range of parametric copulae is available for use in 

creation of an optimal pair copula structure. Parameters for 

the respective candidate copulae have to be fitted to allow the 

selection of an optimal copula for modeling a specific edge. 

The maximum log-likelihood estimation (8) is adopted in 

fitting parameters for the candidate copulae.  

 

1

( , ; ) log( ( , ; ))
G

e e

e

L l y C l y


                    (8) 

 

where 
1,1 1,( ,..., )Gl l l  and 

1,1 1,( ,..., )Gy y y  are uniform 

wind power data vectors,   represents the parameters for the 

copula of the two data vectors and ( , ; )L l y   is the log 

likelihood. 

E. Choice of Optimal Copulae Using Goodness of Fit Test 

(GOF) 

A GOF test has to be conducted to establish whether a 

specific edge in the C-vine decomposition structure has been 

accurately modeled using a specific parametric copula. The 

Euclidean distance d is used as a measure in choosing the best 

copula for each edge. The Euclidean distance is evaluated as 

 

2 2

1 1

1

( ( , , ) ( , , ))
t

n k nk c k nk

k

d C u u C u u


           (9) 

 

where nC
 
is the empirical copula of dimension n, which is 

evaluated as 

1 1 1

1

1
( , , ) ( ), , ( )

t

n k nk k k nk nk

k

C u u I x u I x u
t 

         (10) 

where cC
 
is the candidate copula, t is the sample size of the 

data set, I is an indicator function such that when the 

conditions in the parenthesis in (10) are satisfied, it is equal to 

1 otherwise it is equal to 0. 

 

III. PROBABILISTIC SSSA (PSSSA) USING THE PROPOSED 

PAIR COPULA-PEM APPROACH 

A. Probabilistic Small Signal Stability Analysis (PSSSA) 

Stability in a power system is of prime importance as the 

system is expected to remain in a state of equilibrium under 

normal operating conditions or regain an equilibrium state 

after being subjected to disturbances such as variations in load, 

generation or faults [14]. The eigenvalues of the state matrix 

are studied to determine the time domain response of a power 

system to small perturbations and provide information on the 

stability characteristics of the system. In PSSSA, the 

distributions of the critical eigenvalues are established from 

the distribution of uncertain sources such as wind power [15] 

and power system loads.  

The deterministic approach is undertaken iteratively to 

establish the probabilistic properties of the critical 

eigenvalues. For each critical eigenvalue, either the real part 

r or the damping ratio r  
or both are consequently analysed 

based on the probability indices (11) and (12) to 

probabilistically establish the SSS of a system. As a rule of 

thumb, the minimum damping ratio should be between 

0.03 0.05 [14] and the real part should be less than zero. 

Expression (12) is used to establish the likelihoods of the 

system being unstable. 

 
0

( 0) (0) ( )
r rrP F f y dy 


                    (11) 

 

0
( 0) 1 (0) ( )

r rrP F f y dy 


                   (12) 

 

0.05
( 0.05) 1 (0.05) ( )

r rrP F f y dy 


              (13) 

 

where r is the real part of the 
th

r  eigenvalue; ( )F  and 

( )f  denote the CDF and the PDF of both the real part and the 

damping ratio; ( 0)rP    is the probability index of the real 

part and ( 0.05)rP    is the probability index of the damping 

ratio. 

In this paper, the probability index (11) and (12) are 

adopted as they satisfactorily provide information to make 

conclusions on the SSS of a given test system. 

B. Proposed Pair Copula-PEM Approach 

With two sources of uncertainty namely wind power and 

the loads; and the complex dependencies existing between 

multiple wind power sources, the proposed approach allows 

for the complex dependencies and the uncertainties to be 

effectively captured through the pair copula and the PEM 

respectively. Power system loads have been previously 

observed to follow normal distributions. In [4] and [5], the 

uncertainty in loads is considered having modeled the loads 
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using normal distributions hence a similar distribution is 

adopted in this paper. The multivariate normal distribution is 

adopted to generate data entries for the loads. With the 

generated wind power and load data set, the pair copula is 

initially implemented then the PEM approach based on the 

2 1m  scheme. 

In the PEM, the raw moments of each output random 

variable zi (eigenvalues) are computed from the raw moments 

of n input random variables (wind power outputs and loads). 

 

1 2( , , , )i i mz F x x x                       (14) 

 

Cumulants are then established using the raw moments of 

the output random variable and distributions formulated using 

the Cornish Fisher expansion. In [11] and [16], the Cornish 

fisher expansion is observed to have better convergence 

performance as opposed to the Gram Charlier expansion 

hence its adoption in this paper.  

In the Cornish Fisher expansion, the quantiles ( ) of a 

CDF ( )iF z  are approximated in terms of the quantiles of a 

normal (0,1)N  distribution   and the cumulants of ( )iF z . 

Using the first five cumulants, the Cornish Fisher expansion is 

expressed as 

 

1 1 2 1 3 1
3 4

1 3 1 2 1 4 1 2
3 5

1 4 1 2
3 4

1 4 1 2 3
3

1 1
( ) ( ) ( ( ) 1) ( ( ) 3 ( ))

6 24

1 1
(2 ( ) 5 ( )) ( ( ) 6 ( ) 3)

36 120

1
( ( ) 5 ( ) 2)

24

1
(12 ( ) 53 ( ) 17)

324

iz K K

K K

K K

K

        

       

   

   

   

   

 

 

    

    

  

  

(15) 

 

where 1
( ) ( )i iz F z


  and 1,2, ,5( )K  are the first five 

cumulants.  

Probabilities of the eigenvalues can be obtained from the 

CDFs’ of the critical eigenvalues. Using the probabilities, the 

system’s SSS can be probabilistically analysed using the 

probability index (11) and (12). The proposed approach is 

summarised in the flow chart presented in Fig. 2 with detailed 

descriptions of the equations provided in the flow chart 

available in algorithm 2 in the appendix or in [17] and [18]. 

C. Validation of the Results Using the MCS Method  

Due to the accuracy of the MCS method, it is mostly 

applied as a confirmatory method. Hence, in this study, the 

MCS method is adopted to confirm the results from the 

proposed pair copula-PEM approach with dependence 

between the wind power sources modeled using the pair 

copula approach as described in Section II and the load data 

generated using a multivariate normal distribution.  

The conventional MCS approach is consequently applied 

to probabilistically establish the SSS of the system. 

D. Modeling of the Wind Farms 

Generally, wind farms consist of several wind turbines and 

as such, detailed modeling would result to higher order of the 

system model which would greatly lengthen the 

computational burden [19]. Hence aggregation is applied to 

reduce the number of wind turbines. Through aggregation, an 

equivalent wind turbine generator which has a power rating 

equal to the total of the rated power of the individual wind 

turbines is achieved and consequently a lower system order 

model is attained.  

The wind farms are modeled based on the doubly fed 

induction generator (DFIG) wind turbines which are widely 

applied in modern power system because of their numerous 

benefits as described in [20]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Flow chart summarizing the proposed pair copula-PEM algorithm. 

 

IV. PAIR COPULA VALIDATION IN MODELING THE COMPLEX 

DEPENDENCE IN FOUR WIND POWER SOURCES 

A. Validation of the Constructed Pair Copula Structure 

In this study, four wind power sources are considered and 

the complex dependence between them modeled using the 

pair copula algorithm. The wind power data set used in the 

study is obtained from the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory NREL, eastern wind dataset [21].  

The Euclidean distance as expressed in equation (9) is used 

to select the optimal copula for modeling each edge in the 
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C-vine graphical decomposition. The optimal copula 

constructed to model the complex dependence structure 

between the four wind power sources is provided in Table I. 

Various forms of dependence are observed between the 

four wind power sources with positive dependence existing 

between the wind power source pairs 1-4 and 2-3. This can be 

verified from the linear correlation coefficient matrices 

provided in (16). 

 

1.0000 0.8804 1.0000 0.4273

0.8804 1.0000 0.4273 1.0000
= =
   
   
   
   

1,4 2,3;ρ ρ

      
(16) 

 

From Table I, the whole pair copula structure has a total of 

three trees since four wind power sources are considered. For 

the first tree T1, t, Frank and Clayton copulae with Euclidean 

distances 0.3518, 0.2794 and 0.5154 have been used to model 

the edges 12 1 2( ( ), ( ))C F x F x , 13 1 3( ( ), ( ))C F x F x and 

14 1 4( ( ), ( ))C F x F x
 respectively. These copulae have the 

shortest Euclidean distance in every row. Archimedian 

copulae of types Clayton and Gumbel don’t permit negative 

dependence due to limited parameter space hence they have 

not been considered among the candidate copulae for 

modeling the edges 12 1 2( ( ), ( ))C F x F x  and 13 1 3( ( ), ( ))C F x F x . This 

can be verified from Table I since these edges correspond to 

the negative correlation coefficients -0.2129 and -0.3471 

respectively.  

A similar optimal copula selection criterion is adopted for 

trees T2 and T3 with the complete optimal pair copula structure 

provided in the last column of Table I. The edges in tree T2 are 

modeled using Frank and Gaussian copulae and the edge in 

tree T3 modeled using the Frank copula.  

 
TABLE I: OPTIMAL PAIR COPULA STRUCTURE BASED ON THE MINIMUM EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 

Tree 

1,..., 1nT   
Edge Gaussian t Frank Clayton Gumbel 

Correlation 

coefficient (ρ) 

Optimal copula 

structure 

1 

12C  0.3813 0.3518 0.3704 - - -0.2129 t 

13C  0.4781 0.3712 0.2794 - - -0.3471 Frank 

14C  1.4137 0.9418 0.5932 0.5154 2.4124 0.8804 Clayton 

2 
23|1C  0.8771 0.8451 0.6642 1.7517 0.8844 0.3641 Frank 

24|1C  0.748 0.7481 0.7713 - - -0.0146 Gaussian 

3 34|12C  0.8441 0.8448 0.8241 0.909 0.8685 0.0485 Frank 

 

B. Additional Validation of the Constructed Pair Copula 

Structure 

An evaluation of the scatter plots of two edges 

13 1 3( ( ), ( ))C F x F x  and 14 1 4( ( ), ( ))C F x F x  is undertaken to 

further demonstrate the validity of the constructed pair copula 

structure. The scatter plots are provided in Fig. 3. 

The Frank copula is symmetric in nature with the line of 

symmetry occurring either along the main or the reverse 

diagonal. In Fig. 3(a), a concentration of mass occurs along 

the reverse diagonal which affirms the negative correlation 

coefficient of -0.3471 provided in Table I. Symmetry occurs 

along the same diagonal which confirms that the Frank copula 

is the most appropriate copula in modeling the edge 

13 1 3( ( ), ( ))C F x F x . 

The Clayton copula in normally characterised by high 

negative tail dependence. From Fig. 3(b), a concentration of 

mass occurs along the main diagonal which affirms the 

positive correlation coefficient of 0.8804 presented in Table I 

and shows that positive dependence exists between the pair 

1-4. The occurrence of high negative tail dependence affirms 

that the Clayton copula is the best copula for modeling the 

edge 14 1 4( ( ), ( ))C F x F x . 

 
Fig. 3. Scatter plots (a) for uniform wind power sources 1-3 and (b) for uniform wind power sources 1-4. 
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TABLE II: TREND OF THE CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE FOR CASES A AND B 

CASE A 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.14106 ± 1.3926i 

-0.08999 ± 1.6157i 

-0.04601  ± 1.9067i 

0.10129 

0.05532 

0.02413 

95.47 

94.97 

92.96 

95.83 

94.95 

92.41 

CASE B 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.1409 ± 1.3574i 

-0.0864 ± 1.5797i 

-0.0441  ± 1.8605i 

0.10325 

0.054612 

0.02369 

92.96 

89.95 

88.44 

92.93 

89.77 

88.4 

 

C. Comparison of the Pair Copula with Multivariate 

Copulae  

Archimedian copulae are limited to application in bivariate 

cases as they present difficulties when extended to 

multivariate cases [10]. 

As opposed to archimedian copula, elliptical copulae are 

easily extendable to multivariate cases hence a comparison 

between the pair copula and elliptical copulae is conducted to 

validate the flexibility of the pair copula in complex wind 

power dependence modelling based on the Euclidean 

distance.  

From Table III, the pair copula is observed to be the 

optimal copula in modelling the dependence between the four 

wind power sources since it has the shortest Euclidean 

distance of 0.3279. 

 
TABLE III: A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PAIR, GAUSSIAN AND T COPULAE 

 
Pair Gaussian t 

Euclidean 

distance 

0.3279 0.4292 0.4253 

 

V. CASE STUDIES 

In this paper, the IEEE 39-bus test system is adopted to 

study the impact of wind power dependence and uncertainty 

in both wind power and loads towards a power system’s SSS. 

The system is modelled using the power system analysis 

toolbox (PSAT) in conjunction with Matlab. Four wind farms 

are established at buses 32, 33, 34 and 36 by displacing four 

synchronous generators connected to the same buses.  

Two main loading conditions are considered namely light 

and heavy loading. At each loading condition, three cases are 

analysed. Cases A to C being for the light loading case and 

cases D to F being for the heavy loading condition. The cases 

are given acronyms as follows: Cases A and D where the 

uncertainty in wind power (UW) is the main factor considered; 

Cases B and E where both uncertainty in wind power and 

loads (UWL) are considered and Cases C and F where wind 

power dependence and uncertainty in both wind power and 

loads (WDUWL) are considered. Wind power penetration 

(WPP) is varied from 10%, 20% to 30%. In each case, the 

critical oscillatory modes are studied to probabilistically 

establish the SSS of the test system.  

The probabilities presented in Tables II, IV, V and VI 

represent the likelihoods of the system being small signal 

stable with the likelihoods of the system being unstable 

obtained using equation (12). 

A. PSSSA at Light Loading Condition 

1) Considering uncertainty in wind power (Case A) and 

uncertainty in both wind power and loads (Case B) 

For cases A and B, PSSSA is undertaken at light loading 

condition with the oscillatory mode presented in Table II 

representing the mean values of the critical mode. The 

respective probabilities are obtained from the CDF plots of 

the real part of the eigenvalue and the results affirmed using 

the traditional MCS method. CDF plots for the 10% WPP 

case for cases A and B are presented in Fig. 4. 

From Table II, a study of the eigenvalues reveals that 

increasing WPP makes the system tend towards small signal 

instability since the eigenvalue moves closer and closer 

towards the imaginary axis with increasing WPP. 

Deterministically, the system is considered small signal stable 

but a study of the probabilities reveals that the system has 

likelihoods of being unstable. For case A, with, increasing 

WPP, the probabilities of the system being small signal stable 

steadily decline from 95.47% to 92.96% with likelihoods of 

4.53% and 7.04% of being unstable respectively. This can be 

attributed to the uncertainty arising from the wind power 

sources. 

In case B, a similar phenomenon is observed as that 

observed in case A though the probabilities of the system 

being stable are lower than those of case A. The probabilities 

decline steadily from 92.96% to 88.44% with likelihoods of 

7.04% and 11.56% of being unstable respectively. Hence, due 

the uncertainties arising from both wind power and the loads, 

the system is at a greater risk of being unstable 

probabilistically. 

2) Considering wind power dependence and uncertainty 

in both wind power and loads (Case C) 

For case C, the complex dependence existing between the 

four wind power sources is additionally considered and the 

probabilities of the system being stable presented in Table IV. 

The complex dependence is observed to increase the risk of 

the system being unstable even further. This can be verified 

by comparing the probabilities from case C to those from case 

B. For the 10%, 20% and 30% WPP cases, the probabilities 

decrease from 92.96%, 89.95% and 88.44 in case B to 

86.93%, 83.42% and 80.90% in case C respectively. This 

implies that the complex dependence in wind power sources 

increases the likelihood of the system being unstable with the 

highest likelihood of 19.1% occurring at the 30% WPP level.  
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Fig. 4. CDF plots of the real part of the eigenvalue at 10% WPP (a) considering UW case A and (b) considering UWL case B. 

TABLE IV: TREND OF THE CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE FOR CASE C 

CASE C 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.1477 ± 1.3576i 

-0.0863 ± 1.5797i 

-0.0440  ± 1.8607i 

0.10815 

0.05454 

0.02364 

86.93 

83.42 

80.90 

86.86 

83.21 

80.0 

 

B. PSSSA at Heavy Loading Condition 

1) Considering uncertainty in wind power (Case D) and 

uncertainty in both wind power and loads (Case E) 

For cases D and E, PSSSA is undertaken at heavy loading 

condition with the mode presented in Table V representing 

the mean values of the system’s critical mode. A study of the 

mode’s damping ratio reveals that increased loading reduces 

the damping performance of the test system. This can be 

verified from Table V since the damping ratios are below the 

acceptable threshold range of 0.03-0.05. Similar to the light 

loading case, increasing WPP is also observed to move the 

eigenvalue closer to the imaginary axis.  

The probabilities presented in Table V are also obtained 

from the CDF plots of the real part of the critical mode. CDF 

plots for the 10% WPP case for cases D and E are presented in 

Fig. 5. 

A comparison between the probabilities in case D and those 

from case E reveals that high loading coupled with 

uncertainty arising from both wind power and the loads 

further decreases the probabilities of the system being stable. 

This can be established from the probabilities in cases D and 

E which are much lower than those from cases A and B. 

The negative impact due to the uncertainty arising from the 

both wind power and the load is further verified in cases D 

and E. For case D, heavy loading coupled with uncertainty 

arising from wind power results to probabilities of 78.39%, 

75.38% and 72.36% at 10%, 20% and 30% WPP respectively 

which are much lower than those of 95.47%, 94.97% and 

92.96% from case A hence higher likelihoods of the system 

being small signal unstable. A similar observation is made by 

comparing the probabilities in case E to those from case B. 

Higher levels of uncertainty are also observed to increase 

the risk of the system being unstable since for every level of 

WPP in case E, lower probabilities are obtained at similar 

levels of WPP in case D. 

2) Considering wind power dependence and uncertainty 

in both wind power and loads (Case F) 

For case F, the complex dependence existing between the 

four wind power sources and high loading coupled with 

uncertainty arising from both wind power and the loads are 

observed to have the highest risk of the system being 

probabilistically unstable due to the lowest probabilities 

obtained. This can be verified from Table VI.  

A comparison between the probabilities in case F to those 

from case E shows that at 10%, 20% and 30% WPP cases, the 

probabilities decrease from 75.88%, 73.87% and 69.36 in 

case E to 68.84%, 58.79% and 53.27% in case F respectively. 

This affirms that that the complex dependence in wind 

power sources increases the likelihood of the system being 

unstable with the highest likelihood of 46.73% occurring at 

the 30% WPP level. 

 
Fig. 5. CDF plot of the real part of the eigenvalue at 10%WPP (a) considering UW case D and (b) considering UWL case E. 
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TABLE V: TREND OF THE CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE FOR CASES D AND E 

CASE D 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.1286  ± 4.73038i 

-0.09654  ±4.6652i 

-0.02694  ± 5.0231i 
 

0.0272 

0.0207 

0.005363 
 

78.39 

75.38 

72.36 
 

78.6 

75.4 

72.44 
 

CASE E 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.126  ± 4.7304i 

-0.09800  ±4.6652i 

-0.02760  ± 5.0230i 
 

0.026626 

0.021001 

0.005495 
 

75.88 

73.87 

69.36 
 

75.39 

73.36 

69.97 

 
TABLE VI: TREND OF THE CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE FOR CASE F 

CASE F 

WPP (%) CRITICAL OSCILLATORY MODE DAMPING RATIO PROBABILITY (%) 

   PAIR-PEM MCS 

10 

20 

30 

-0.1109  ± 4.6822i 

-0.0992  ± 4.7019i 

-0.0264  ± 4.9255i 
 

0.02367 

0.02109 

0.0053597 
 

68.84 

58.79 

53.27 
 

68.98 

58.27 

53.55 

 

 
Fig. 6. Plots of probability of the system’s SSS against WPP (a) at light loading and (b) at heavy loading. 

  

C. Projection of Probabilities for Any Level of WPP 

A projection of all the cases A to F is undertaken to predict 

the probabilities of the system being stable at different levels 

of WPP. Fig. 6 presents a projection of probabilities for both 

high and low WPP levels. 

From the projection curves, for any level of WPP, lower 

probabilities of the system being small signal stable will be 

obtained at heavy loading than at light loading. For instance, 

for cases C (light loading) and F (heavy loading), at 40%WPP, 

the test system has probabilities of 79.54% and 49.9% of 

being stable respectively. Hence with the projection curves, it 

is possible to obtain the probability of the system being stable 

at varying levels of WPP. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS  

With high dimensional uncertainties and the complex 

dependencies existing in modern power systems, the 

proposed approach provides a flexible probability model for 

effectively accounting for these factors in power system 

analysis. To improve on the proposed approach, different 

forms of complex dependence either positive or negative can 

be considered to establish which type has the worst impact 

towards a system’s small signal stability. In addition, an 

advancement of studies in the time domain is critical so as to 

establish the transient stability of the system’s under test.  

APPENDIX 

Algorithm 1: Pair copula construction and sampling 

algorithm 
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Transform v1,…, vn back to the actual domain by applying 

inverse CDF (1) 

 

Algorithm 2: A summary of the PEM 2M+1 approach 
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